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Handling of errors and crashes



We often receive request of help from users

90% of times these requests are simple 
problems that the user could have located 
himself: the first purpose of this lecture is to 
help you how to spot an error which depends on 
the user.
In the 5% of cases a real FLUKA problem is 
found. To locate this kind of error is slightly 
more complicated, but the second purpose of 
this lecture is exactly concerning this.
In the other 5% of cases, the debate is on the 
meanignfulness of results. This has nothing to 
do with this lecture....



A first kind of crash

If the program crashes immediately (usually 
giving “segmentation fault”) without giving any 
file: it might be a problem of compilation, or 
conflict with respect to your architecture:

1. You have not downloaded the right version for 
your architecture: Download, recompile (if you 
have user routines) and link.

2. There could be no FLUKA version suitable for 
your architecture...



The first thing to do in case of crash...

In any case you are left with some file: *.log
!at least!) and *.out
Always look at the content of these files!

A very simpe case: you ask to run a FLUKA executable:
$FLUPRO/flutil/rfluka –e myfluka –N0 –M3 myinput

and all is immediately stopped. 

You are left with a fluka_**** directory where just a *.log file is 
there. You might find a message of this kind:

../rfluka: line 259: .../myfluka: No such file or directory
The program myfluka did not exist or the path to it is missing!!



FLUKA version is expired...

You get the following message:

You have to download an updated version: 
Download, recompile (if you have user routines) and 
relink.



There is something wrong in the input file!

By far this is the most common problem. This 
is easily recognizable, since in the *.out file 
the echo of all lines of the input file is 
reported. In case of problem, the output stops 
with the last card correctly interpreted

Be careful: sometimes non visible control 
characters may appear in a file sent via-mail 
(not for all mail clients!). In thas case use 
“dos2unix” (a specific rpm exists for linux) 
They can be eliminated also using simple perl
commands)



A few typical examples of this case:

You are using fixed format, but the SDUM identifying the particle is 
not well aligned (see example16_1.inp)

Another misalignment in fixed format the finale E of BLACKHOLE is 
lost  (see example16_2.inp)



A few typical examples of this case: 
(continues...)

You mistyped a FLUKA command (ROT-DEF instead of ROT-DEFI 
(see example16_4.inp)

You gave a numerical value without the “.” (see example16_7.inp)



A few typical examples of this case: 
(continues...)

Another misalignment in fixed format: the E-03  (see 
example16_8.inp)



Have you debugged your geometry?

Sometimes input errors are in the geometry
2 order of mistakes:

1. trivial (wrong data cards)

2. essential (undefined space points, multiple 
definition of space points): see the lectures 
on geometry and the use of DEBUG in the 
GEOEND card

See also the use of RAY to trace and analyze your 
geometry



An example of trivial mistake in geometry input

(see example16_6.inp) There a ZCC is defined with only 2 numbers 
instead than 3.

You will find: 

The important geometry errors may appear as a lot of messages 
in the *.out and *.err file, complaining that a point in space is not 
defined, cannot be reached, etc. 

Remember the need for proper normalization of direction cosines!Remember the need for proper normalization of direction cosines!
((magfldmagfld, source etc.) You will get a lot of (warning)  messages also , source etc.) You will get a lot of (warning)  messages also 
in those cases, but this is not a true error...in those cases, but this is not a true error...



Another frequent error...

(see example16_3.inp) There a material has been defined using a 
name which has no correspondance with the low energy neutron 
cross sections available in FLUKA (see chap. 10 of the manual). In 
this case POTASS instead of POTASSIUM

Check the names of the materials.
Check the use of LOW-MAT cards: check if are using the updated 
parameters listed in the manual. Do you really need LOW-MAT?
This is necessary only in a limited number of cases and it is easy 
to misinterpret this command if you are not an expert user.
[Read carefully the manual about this]



What is left after these problems (handled by 
FLUKA automatically)

These errors are not generating exceptions. The temporary 
directory is erased and you remain with this message on the 
standard output:



FLUKA users and the manual

All reported here so far implies that a 
FLUKA user is living symbiotically with the 
Manual....



Run time errors with exceptions...

These are caused in 90% of cases by problems in 
user’s code or user’s configuration

You will see a message of this kind:

The temporary directory remains there. You will find the 
*.log, *.out, *.err files, a core.* file and the last random seedthe last random seed

The last random seed allows to restart your run from a 
configuration which was the one occurring at 
maximum 5 minutes of CPU before the error!

You can easily spot the problem using the GNU debugger (gdb). 
See example16_5.inp and the use of source.f (gaussian sampling 
with µ and σ passed by SOURCE command)



Using gdb...

1) Go inside the temporary directory
2) type: gdb ../flukamy core.nnnn



Using gdb (2)

3) give the command bt (or where)

Here it is!
frame #6 in source.f
at line 123



Using gdb (3)

4) give frame 6

5) you can inspect variable content, for instance:

A negative kinetic energy!!!!!



Using gdb (4)

6) you can list the nearby lines:

It’s quite obvious that this was not a protected
statement!



Using gdb (5)

In the remaining 5% of cases there will be 
an error inside a FLUKA routine.
In that case, if you have not the source, 
prepare a report with the gdb results and 
send it to fluka-discuss@fluka.org
together with a tar file containing: input, 
user routines (if any), additional auxiliary 
files, last random seed, and any other 
possible useful information.

mailto:fluka-discuss@fluka.org


Using gdb (6)

A bit of warning for experienced users: the 
compiling options of FLUKA scripts call for 
optimization
In these conditions, if you want to follow step 
by step what happens inside a routine of yours, 
the debugger “seems confused”: you are not 
sure of the line that you are looking to
If this is your need, then prepare a different 
version of compiling/linking script (fff, lfluka) 
substituting the –O option with –O0, then 
recompile and relink



Other cases:

In case you are using SOURCE, and by mistake you 
sample an energy (or momentum) larger than the 
WHAT(1) value of the BEAM card (maximum of dE/dx
tabulation), then an ABORT will be generated at run 
time.
The *.out file will contain the following message:



Other cases (2):

An error in reading Unit 14 refers to nuclear.bin:
your nuclear.bin file might be corrupted or 
missing (check all your binary files in $FLUPRO)

Error in reading Unit 1: a problem in the random 
seed! Often in case when you start in with rfluka
using –N n with n>0 : check for the existence of 
ran***n in the launch directory!



Other cases (3):

The above message occurs whenever the seed for the run 
is not available (or is corrupted). 

Example: if, for instance you ask for n runs, and run #n-k 
ends with an error, then the seed for run#n-k+1 is not 
produced and therefore all runs from n-k+1 to n will crash 
in this way...



The *.err file: is does not contain necessarily 
error messages!

The *.err file will report errors, but also a lot of warning 
which have a meaning mostly for the developers.

For instance: the following messages are not errors!

No. of events 
remaining to be simulatedNo. of events 

simulated so far



A malicious case (expecially for old users)

This is not exactly an error, and we have 
probably to correct the FLUKA behaviour
for this.
What happens if you use EMF-CUT
without never giving the card with 
SDUM=PROD-CUT?

You are going to run FLUKA with 
unpredicted EMF cuts but there is no 
crash or stop



Doubts on the results?

If you really cannot understand, if you need to 
ask about physics related problems, once again 
write to  fluka-discuss@fluka.org

mailto:fluka-discuss@fluka.org
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